
OSU FSAE to Race Cleaner and Greener

 The switch is flipped on. The car hums a high-pitched purr as the car charges the circuitry.  The 
fuel is primed at 30 psi, and injected into the cylinders at speeds of up to half a millisecond.

The cylinders compact and enclose the gasoline.  It ignites fiery explosions inside and is re-
leased through the tail pipe while the car blazes down the raceway.

The oxygen is depleted and the exhaust floats up in the air. The race is over. But some say the 
effects of all the exhaust from all the races and average highways will leave lasting conse-
quences on the planet’s environment for years to come.

That is why the Oklahoma State University Formula Racing Team is planning to modify their 
race car to run on cellulosic ethanol instead of using the regular petroleum-based fuels in order 
to help their campus and their planet be a little cleaner. 

According to the KL Process Design Group, ethanol is grain alcohol that has been produced 
from corn and other crops and is blended with gasoline for use in motor fuels. Gasoline, how-
ever, is a complex mixture of dozens of chemicals where many are considered to have a toxic 
output.

 “Ethanol burns at a higher temperature, so there is less energy per volume,” Patrick McDuffie, 
a mechanical engineering technology senior, said. “This is great, since we’re required to use 
smaller restrictors that limit the amount of air our cars can burn.” 

The team plans to use E85 ethanol, which is a blend of 15 percent gasoline and 85 percent etha-
nol. OSU FSAE hopes to make the conversion during their racing season next fall, provided 
they can obtain funding through corporate sponsorship.
 
“It wouldn’t be very hard to convert our engines to use E85,” Jonathan Hufnagel, Advertising 
senior said. “There are not very many college racing teams that are using ethanol or hybrid 
engines and I believe that this is something OSU can really be on the forefront with.”

The 2009 rules for FSAE racing have changed adding fuel economy as a seperate division. If a 
team’s car gives off too much emissions, they can lose sveral points. Last year, if a team didn’t 
make fuel economy, they were evern disqualified, McDuffie said. 

 “We aren’t trying to be the solution. It’s just another step to help OSU go green, and a small 
move towards breaking this country’s addiction to oil.” Said Hufnagel
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